The road transport sector is the largest emitter of CO\textsubscript{2} in the transport sector. Therefore, if the objective of the EU European Green Deal is to radically reduced the EU’s climate impact, it is imperative to incorporated transport sector and households emissions into carbon pricing tools, including the Energy Tax Directive (ETD).

The ETD has not been reviewed since 2003, and needs updating if the European Commission is serious about deploying its Green Deal. A new restructured ETD should send the right pricing signals to influence behaviour and investment towards low emissions energy sources for sectors, such as, transport. However, taking into account the economic situation caused by Covid-19, fundamentally, in households, new barriers could arise that block the approval of the revision of this Directive.

If this Directive is not finally amended, Member States will have to continue rely on unilateral instruments to reduce emissions in non-ETS sectors. However, the emergence of new disruptive technologies, such as the Internet of Things, can be of great help in the design of these taxes.

In this regard, it should be noted how the aforementioned technology allows the measurement of different parameters related to environmental protection (CO\textsubscript{2} emission, energy consumption, etc.), making possible the subsequent transmission, even in real time, of the data collected by the cited sensors to the corresponding Administrations. Consequently, we could have an important instrument to design environmental taxes that are easily administrable. At the same time, these technologies could allow the automatic crossing of data with the personal and economic situation of the user and with the utilization patterns (distances travelled, existing alternatives for collective transport on itineraries, number of occupants, etc.). Therefore, all these parameters could be used to adapt the tax burden to the personal circumstances of the taxpayer.
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